
This fall I had an opportunity to
hunt deer with a crossbow for
the first time, on the same Fox

Hollow farm where I’d unsuccessfully
pursued turkeys with a crossbow this
spring, an adventure I wrote about
for our July issue of ArrowTrade
Magazine. I was part of a group that
included Bruce Ryan of the Ryan
Outdoors Agency, Woods Wise
President Jerry Petersen, Grim
Reaper President Jay Liechty,
Outdoor Writer Bob Humphrey, and
PSE Regional Manager Paul Penix.
Jason Allen and his team from The
Rush outdoor program was also on
hand to film the southeastern Ohio
hunt and gain more exposure for
their clients. Except for myself, all the
other hunters were using vertical
bows, including landowner Jeff Neal.
Neal’s exciting encounter with a tro-
phy buck will appear on an upcom-
ing edition of The Rush.

Neal heads up the Heartland
Wildlife Institute brand, a division of
the Kalmbach Feeds Company head-
quartered in Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
Heartland markets deer feed, food
plot seeds and minerals to hunters,
while the parent firm serves the live-
stock industry (and deer farms). Over
the past 10 years Jeff Neal has been
using the property we would hunt to
develop and test new mixes and to
determine the best way to establish
food plots. Fox Hollow Farm has
grown to encompass 600 acres, all of
it intensively managed for deer and
turkey. I’m used to “farms” that pro-
duce crops or livestock, but here
everything is about improving the
health of the native game species.
Reclaimed from strip mining, 90 per-
cent of the farm is a mix of meadows,
tree lots and brush filled ravines. On
its own the farm should have provid-
ed good deer hunting, but the way it’s
being managed, it provides great

deer hunting.
Thirty acres of the property are

planted in food plots, from a few
acres down to the half-acre size that
Jeff considers the minimum to be
practical. “If you go smaller than half
an acre and have a good population
of deer, the food plot will get pound-
ed so bad, you’ll have a problem with
weeds growing up in it. Then you’ll
have to reseed it,” Jeff commented.

About 30 acres of the property is
planted in corn, to provide addition-
al cover and snow-season food. Late
in the year, when freezing tempera-
tures and snow have knocked back
the food plots, Jeff will knock down

strips of corn with a tractor-mounted
bush-hog, to make it easier for the
deer and turkey to get at the cobs. He
uses the corn as cover for blinds
placed next to food plots. Lanes cut
through the corn can encourage deer
to take a specific route to a food plot,
within range of a treestand or blind.

There’s no profit in selling seed
corn to hunters, but Heartland has a
couple of products that incorporate
corn as part of a more versatile mix.
Succotash, named after the popular
southern mealtime dish of corn and
beans, provides corn for cover while
deer forage on the beans in July and
August. As the corn fills out the cobs

OH Food Plots Provide Equal
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Jay Liechty (left) used a Hoyt AlphaMax to arrow his rutting 10 point buck in one of the
food plots created with seed from Heartland Wildlife Institute. Tim Dehn shot his
younger buck at 50 yards using a powerful Darton Lightning crossbow and Surge cross-
bow arrows from Carbon Express. Both hunters used Grim Reaper broadheads.
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and dries, it becomes the high pro-
tein food for late in the year, while
continuing to provide cover.

Winter Survival contains corn,
high oil sunflowers, turnips, beets,
and pumpkins. The mix was devel-
oped in Minnesota where hunters are
often in the woods after the ground is
frozen and there’s some snow cover.
When mature, these foods are the
types that can draw deer from a long
distance because they contain a lot of
the energy deer need in cold weather.
Les Ray, the Heartland Sales
Manager, said the pumpkin seeds are
packed separately and are best plant-
ed in mounds along the perimeter of
the food plot. “If you mow a strip
around the food plot, the pumpkin
vines will head into the sunlight

available there
and won’t inter-
fere with your
brassicas.”

Brassicas like
the beets and
turnips available
in this mix have
tiny seeds compared to say a sun-
flower or soybean, so Heartland
packs them separately. That means
your customer is going to be broad-
casting seed over the same ground
twice, but it’s the only way to get the
uniform dispersal needed for a good
result. One thing that impressed me
about both Jeff and Les is that they
don’t pretend establishing food plots
is as easy as fertilizing a lawn. You
won’t find a “throw and grow” prod-

uct in the line. Your customer is going
to have to till up the soil before plant-
ing, most likely they will be spraying
to control weeds, and should be pre-
pared to add lime if needed to bal-
ance the acidity of the soil. On his
large, intensively managed farm,
Neal figures he’s invested more than
$60,000 in tractors, tilling equip-
ment, seeders and sprayers. Of
course hunters with an ATV or side
by side UTV can now find down-

Opportunity Bowhunting
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By Tim Dehn

Does feed on the lush vegetation in one of the many food plots.
Tim Dehn shot this photo from the ASAT-patterned blind at right,
situated in a patch of corn. Through hunting season deer feed
heavily in the food plots, as you can tell from these buck drop-
ping at lower right. In winter, landowner Jeff Neal will use a trac-
tor and bush hog to knock down sections of the corn, providing
important winter feed.

Portions of this property have been under a quality deer man-
agement program for 15 years, though the intensive food plot
program began under Jeff’s stewardship a decade ago. Ohio
provides his family members with six landowner permits  each
for antlerless deer. That’s important since with the plentiful food
supply and cover deer population could easily grow to the point
that deer health and antler size would suffer dramatically.
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sized tilling, seeding and spraying
equipment to match, priced in the
hundreds rather than the thousands
of dollars. 

Because he does have the corn
for late winter feed, Jeff has concen-
trated on using four other mixes at
Fox Hollow Farm. Rack Maker Plus
combines alfalfa, clover and chicory,
all perennials that if well-established
could form a food plot that would
last up to six years. It’s recommended
for sandy soils. Hi-Pro Forage com-
bines white and latino clovers with
brassicas that can serve as a cover
crop until the more tender clovers
are vigorous. If a customer can’t till,
but can at least clear down to the
bare soil, pack the seeds down and
gets adequate rain, Hi-Pro Forage is a
good choice. Secret Weapon com-
bines winter peas and beans with
brassicas, and is a good choice for
small food plots because it provides a
lot of forage per acre. Buck Buster
Extreme is what Heartland calls a
biennial blend, as it’s designed to be
planted 60 to 75 days before a killing

frost, then will stay green under the
snow and be one of the first foods
deer come to in the spring. It mixes
winter oats, winter rye, winter peas,
forage beans, forage rape, hybrid for-
age turnips and big bulb turnips.
Again, the brassicas (rape and
turnips) are packed separately so

they don’t simply sift down through
the larger seeds in the package.

Les said Heartland has standard-
ized its packaging now, so all the seed
mixes come in the 4.5 pound bags
designed to plant half an acre. Then
he showed our group one difference
between Heartland and some of its
competitors. When you look in a
Heartland package, what you see is
the uncoated seeds. Coating seeds
with lime or sodium bentonite is a
way to bulk up the package, he said,
but it can short-change the customer
if up to half the volume is really in the
coating. “People tell us our seed
comes up greener and fuller. Our
higher seed count means ours looks
better right off. It’s the right seed
count for half an acre.”

This hunt made a believer out of
me in the value of well-planned,
well-established food plots and care-
fully positioned blinds. Bruce Ryan of
Ryan Outdoors, who helped coordi-
nate this Writer’s Hunt along with
Jason Allen of The Rush hunting pro-
gram, had worked with Neal to trim
just enough corn or brush so that two
sides of the blinds were open to the
food plots. I saw three bucks my first
evening, nine the next, a total of
more than two dozen different bucks
over the course of the five days I
hunted. I had a trophy 8 point buck
walk in 35 yards from the blind, but
he turned almost immediately to
head toward the farther end of the
field and my only shot would have
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Polaris lent us
three Ranger side-
by-sides for the
hunt, with this mid-
size model here
manned by Bruce
Ryan and Bob
Humphrey. The
Rangers provide a
safe, comfortable
way to transport
hunters, their gear
and deer. Polaris
builds them all the
way up to the
Ranger 800 Crew
we used to recover
Tim Dehn’s deer,
that has room for
six and a 2,000 pound towing capacity. Landowner Jeff Neal plans to begin using a side-
by-side to help him create food plots in areas that aren’t accessible to his farm tractor.

Woods Wise President Jerry Petersen
talks about the Super Hot Ma-Mah con-
tact call his firm will be promoting heavi-
ly in 2010. Petersen started his call com-
pany 25 years ago and is the primary
designer of new calls for deer, turkey and
predator hunters. The call has a flared,
flexible end and with a little practice it’s
easy to make the distinctive “ma-mah”
sound as you inhale and flex your fin-
gers. During the rut, forcefully exhaling
and changing your finger action will pro-
duce a breeding bellow.

Petersen said the “ma-mah” sound
duplicates the contact call deer make
year round, for instance when they get
separated and want to link up again with
their group. It asks for an immediate
response, he said, without being an
aggressive call like a grunt or a snort
wheeze. “In heavily hunted areas big
bucks may get big because they’ve
walked away from trouble, yet all bucks
are interested in does,” he reasoned.
Even a buck that’s “locked up” with a doe
he’s been breeding may be brought into
range of the hunter, he said, if the doe
itself responds to this contact call. “This is the first call I’ve used where about 25 percent
of the time a buck is grunting back,” he told the group at Fox Hollow Farm.

Petersen pointed out that Woods Wise is still independently owned and that outside of
the can calls, everything is made in America, including the tooling for the injection mold-
ed products.

For more information on this call, a Super Hot Daddy that produces deep, creaky tones,
or an improved rattling bag, reach Woods Wise in Tennessee by calling (931) 364-7913.
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been at his hindquarters. I spotted a
much larger buck about 60 yards out
while hunting from a tripod stand,
but a doe had blown my cover a few
minutes before and he must have
caught her alarm scent as he paused,
turned and walked stately away.

Landowner Jeff Neal started call-
ing me the “buck magnet,” attribut-
ing it to the extra measures I was tak-
ing with scent control. I kept my
hunting clothes, boots, crossbow and
backpack on the wide porch he’d
built for that purpose on a new barn
put up that summer, far away from
cooking and fireplace odors. I dusted
the inside of my high rubber boots
with Atkso’s No-Odor II Powder. I
sprayed the outside of the boots, my
hands, my gear and all exposed skin
with the liquid N-O-Dor spray.
Atsko’s spray is safe for use in the
mouth, so once in the blind I’d cover
my eyes, spray down face and hair
and use it as a breath spray.

I wore Scent-Lok BaseSlayers
each day. On cooler ones I added an
ASAT Elite Ultimate suit that adver-

tises its own scent protection
through bacterial killing AG
Vaportech Nano Silver Odor
Suppression. I’ve had a couple close
encounters this year that really speak
to the effectiveness of the ASAT pat-
tern. Hunting turkey in Minnesota I
had a fox walk by at five yards, then
circle back and try to make out what
I was. He came back through the
ferns and got to within several feet of
where I was kneeling, then slowly
walked away. This fall in Minnesota I
was able to draw on a doe that was
nine feet away, while I was sitting in
the top of a downed tree. 

The ASAT Elite Ultimate suit has
a black liner, so inside the blinds I’d
reverse the jacket and pair it up with
a Scent-Lok cap and mask. I told
ASAT President Rob Smollack about
that after the hunt and he said a
“reverses to black” feature would be
incorporated into the 2010 models.

Midway through the hunt I shot
a doe from my favorite blind, then
watched her lay down on a slope
about 60 yards from the food plot. I
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Heartland Sales Manager Les Ray talked by a display of the company’s deer feed and
food plot products. The latter have been standardized into 4.5 pound packages. The
seeds come uncoated, so the actual seed count is higher than some competitors offer.
The insert photo shows the Winter Survival Mix that was developed in Minnesota.
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hit liver instead of lungs but the Grim
Reaper Razortip did its job and that’s
where we found her after supper. We
estimated her weight at 130 pounds,
a very healthy weight for what had
been a fawn the previous season. I
shot her after I’d watched a pair of six
points spar with an 8 point for more
than an hour, with the bigger deer
always at least 10 yards beyond my
effective range. 

The next evening Bruce Ryan ran
me out to the edge of that same food
plot in one of the Polaris Ranger side
by sides we’d borrowed for the hunt,
with a Primos Scarface Deer Decoy in
the rear carrying compartment. I
positioned it 30 yards in front of my
blind, and then used an estrus scent
from Northwoods Common Scents
to lay trails from the far end of the
field up toward the decoy. My goal
was to bring bucks toward the decoy
but I also hoped the potent scent
would cover any of the human or
blood odors left from recovering the
doe the evening before. 

The Scarface is sold as a buck
decoy but naturally the antlers are
removable, so we took them off and I
added estrus scent to the life-like tail.
I made sure the decoy was staked
down level so the head would move
in the breeze, then took up my sta-
tion in the blind around 1:30 p.m.
periodically using the Ma-Mah deer
contact call fellow hunter Jerry
Petersen of Woods Wise had taught
me to use.

It was a mild day and the sun
coming through into the black interi-
or really warmed things up. It wasn’t
long before I was stripped down to
the black Scent-Lok BaseSlayers. I
took the high rubber boots off next,
thankful I’d worn Scent-Lok socks. I
know what a emphasis  Scent-Lok
President Greg Sesselmann sets on
wearing headcovers, but when my
head started to throb in the heat I
pulled that off as well, mixing up
some impromptu “face paint” from a
mix of powdered soil and N-O-Dor
spray.

I’ve taken two trophy antelope
while hunting from blinds and know
what it takes to stay quiet and alert in
a hot and confined space. Does had
generally been coming into that food

plot by 4:30 but this time nothing
showed until 5 p.m. when a five point
buck walked up to within a few yards
of the decoy, lip curling and postur-
ing to try to get her attention. After 10
minutes of one-sided courtship, he
began to feed and ended up staying
in the upper end of the food plot the
rest of the evening.

Hunting around these Heartland
food plots had taught me to be
patient, and to recognize that the
deer sporting racks up to 8 points

might all be just a year and a half, due
to the great feed and longstanding
Quality Deer Management practices.
But I also knew that time was run-
ning out on this hunt and since my
previous best buck had just five
points, Jeff and Bruce wouldn’t criti-
cize me for shooting something just a
little bigger.

Fifteen minutes before the end of
legal shooting time, a larger-bodied
deer walked out from the woods to
my left and stood staring toward my

PSE Regional Manager Paul Penix uses
the lines inscribed on the arrow pass and
broadhead shelf to quickly reposition a
rest on the new Vendetta XS. Part of the
Pro Series sold through full-service retail-
ers, the 29 inch Vendetta XS and 35 inch
Vendetta XL use an innovative eccentric
system. As you can see in the photo at the
left, the upper eccentric has a round pro-
file on the power side, so Penix said it feels
like drawing a single cam bow. On the
power stroke, the eccentrics function more
like twin cams, producing an IBO speed of
330 fps. The lower cam (shown opposite
page) has two adjustments for each draw
length, so your customer gets optimum
feel and performance no matter where
you set it within the 7-1/2 inch range.

Penix had brought the company’s power-
ful TAC-15 crossbow to camp and said by
March 1 dealers would be able to sell
three new models. One is an integrated
TAC-15i so your customer doesn’t have to
provide a AR-15 lower to complete the
unit. A  more compact TAC-10 and TAC-10i
have also been designed, which shoot 350
fps. Look for more coverage of PSE
Archery in upcoming issues, or call the
Tucson, Arizona firm at (800) 477-7789.
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decoy. Petersen has a theory that
older bucks can distinguish a decoy if
given time to study the head.
Unfortunately the breeze had died
down so there wasn’t any decoy head
motion to help me out. I decided not
to let that theory be put to the test.

I’d marked my maximum 50 yard
range with a strip of paper, and it was
all of that to the buck I wanted. I
could have reached for my Kowa
binoculars, but I wasn’t interested in
counting antler points. “Shoot the
deer,” the voice in my head said.
Thankful Jeff had lent me his Polecat
shooting sticks to steady the cross-
bow, I bracketed the lower third of
the front shoulder between the 45
and 53 yard crosshairs, and squeezed
the trigger.

Both bucks bounded off in the
woods. I thought I heard a crash, but
without lighted nocks there was no
way to verify where the arrow had hit.
(The Surge crossbow arrows have
glue in nocks and since they came
fletched, it would have been difficult
to add a Lumenok or Tracer nock. By
next year, carbon and composite
crossbow arrows from Carbon
Express will be using press fit nocks,
Executive Vice President Lenny
Rezmer told me, so that customers
can use that brand’s new lighted
nocks or other compatible lighted
nocks).

I didn’t find the arrow, not a sur-
prise with a crossbow that puts out
nearly 150 foot pounds of kinetic

energy. It fact I was using a wide-
tipped rubber blunt on my discharge
arrow, to keep it from being buried
out of sight. There was good blood
sign and I marked the trail into the
woods before walking the half mile
back to the lodge for supper. When
Jeff asked me what kind of buck I’d
shot, I told him “I think he was a high
six point.”

In fact, the buck we easily recov-
ered a couple hours later was a 10
point, a beautiful 2-1/2 year old buck
that’s going to shortly be hanging in
the ArrowTrade office. Grim Reaper’s
Jay Liechty shot what looked like his
big brother the same evening, a 3-1/2
year old 10 point with a heavier,
wider rack. 

I was impressed by the 2 inch
hole my Grim Reaper Razortip had
blasted through the near shoulder
and by the fact the deer was probably
down in under 30 seconds. Grim
Reapers are going to be even more
lethal for high energy setups like my
Darton Lightning in 2010, Leighty
said, because the company has
developed optional collars that
expand the cutting diameter by hold-
ing the blades at a more obtuse angle.
They’ll work for both the Razortips,
which have three small blades in the
point, and for the RazorCut. The
RazorCut has a larger cut-on-contact
blade mounted in the hardened
point, a blade that for 2010 will be
milled out of the same piece as the
point instead of being held in place
with a screw. Also new from Grim
Reaper will be an exact-match prac-
tice point, identical in weight and
profile but colored differently to indi-
cate it’s a non-opening model. I’d
recommend those broadheads to
anyone, even if the Grim Reaper
president hadn’t help me cut up two
deer so I could bring the venison
back home to my family.

The long drive back to
Minnesota gave me plenty of time to
reflect on what it’s like to hunt white-
tailed deer with a crossbow after
more than 20 seasons hunting with a
vertical bow. I’ll save those thoughts,
and some suggestions on crossbow
regulations, for a future issue’s “From
the Publisher” column.
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